
BW Packaging Systems represents the collective capabilities of Barry-Wehmiller packaging companies including, Accraply, BW Flexible Systems, BW Integrated Systems, 
Pneumatic Scale Angelus and Synerlink. Through their diverse capabilities, these companies can collectively provide everything from a single piece of equipment to fully 
integrated packaging systems for a wide range of industries, including: food and beverage, personal care, container manufacturing, pharmaceutical and medical devices, 
household products, paper products and textiles, industrial and automotive, and converting, printing and publishing. 
For more information, go to BWPackagingSystems.com

bwflexiblesystems.com

• High Speed Servo Driven Jaws 

• User-friendly, upgraded Allen-Bradley control system 

with color touch screen operator interface

• Heavy-duty jaw assembly houses a cushion for shock 

and noise abatement 

• Servo driven self centering pull belts

• More dwell time for better looking seals and increased 

packaging speeds using independent stager/cooler

• Patented Measure, Form, Pull film advance concept

• Open frame for ease of access

Ultima SVJ
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Hayssen | Hudson-Sharp | Rose Forgrove | Sandiacre | Schib | Simionato | Symach | Thiele

Twin SV System

Consistent High Quality Seals

Ultima SVJ

The Ultima SVJ has a long-standing reputation as a solid, durable member 
of the Hayssen family of VFFS machines.  

The Ultima SVJ’s servo driven system features off-the-shelf Allen-Bradley 
controls. Sealing systems for laminate and polyethylene packaging 
materials can be customized to meet your application requirements. 
Higher sanitation features available.

Production Rate 

Up to 120 bags per minute

Package Range

Minimum Width:     2-1/8” (54mm)

Minimum Length:    3” (76mm)

Maximum Width:   8” to 18” (203 to 457mm) depending on frame size

Maximum Length:  8” to 28” (203 to 711mm) depending on frame size

Power Requirements

230/460 vac, single phase, 50/60 hz, 30 amp service

Air Requirements

2.5 scfm @ 65 psi

Let us customize an Ultima SVJ to meet your specific requirements, 
whether it is a specific bag style or a production need the Ultima SVJ is a 
proven performer.  

A few of the many available options include stainless steel construction, 
integrated zipper applicator, various hole punches, tear notches, code 
daters, gas flushing, static eliminators and tucking devices. We have 
extensive experience in integrated systems through a wide variety of 
feed systems including scales, augers, volumetrics and pumps for a wide 
variety of applications.
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